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a. myheritage dna kits are available to purchase through the dna section on myheritage.com. please note that you can only order the dna kit and the myheritage dna test once a
year. if you purchase a kit this year, you will be eligible for the next year. if you would like to purchase a dna kit for this year, the price is currently $199. you can also buy the dna

test separately. a. in the past, we have had a process for users who bought the dna test to download matches that were not included in their myheritage dna test kit. unfortunately,
we have found that this process was abused. we are now dropping this process. a. we have matching capabilities for more than one of our kits. this is not a rare situation, but not a
common one either. we have matching capability for the ancestrydna, 23andme, familytreedna, and myheritage dna. 1) matchiq allows you to find relatives who have already been
uploaded to myheritage. you can access the tools from the preferences page of the application. you can also view the genetic profiles of your relatives who have already uploaded

their dna, view their genetic compatibility with you, view your close genetic relationship to them, share matches with them, etc. 2) myheritage social is designed to help you
interact with the relatives on myheritage. you can browse the entire database of 4.4 billion people, match with their genetic relatives, and find more information on your family tree.

this feature is free and available to all users. 5) myheritageconnect allows you to upload your personal and genetic information to myheritage. this allows the application to find
relatives and compare your genetics to theirs. it is free and available to all users.
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